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ABSTRACT
Although the concept of using optical rectenna for harvesting solar energy was first introduced four decades ago, only
recently has it invited a surge of interest, with dozens of laboratories around the world working on various aspects of the
technology. An optical rectenna couples an ultra-high-speed diode to a submicron antenna so that the incoming radiation
received by the antenna is rectified by the diode to produce a DC power output. The result is a technology that can be
efficient and inexpensive, requiring only low-cost materials. Conventional classical rectification theory does not apply at
optical frequencies, necessitating the application of quantum photon-assisted tunneling theory to describe the device
operation. At first glance it would appear that the ultimate conversion efficiency is limited only by the Landsberg limit
of 93%, but a more sober analysis that includes limitation due to the coherence of solar radiation leads to a result that
coincides with the Trivich-Flinn limit of 44%. Innovative antenna designs are required to achieve high efficiency at
frequencies where resistive losses in metal are substantial. The diode most often considered for rectennas make use of
electron tunneling through ultra-thin insulators in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) diodes. The most severe constraint is that
the impedances of the antenna and diodes must match for efficient power transfer. The consequence is an RC time
constant that cannot be achieved with parallel-plate MIM diodes, leading to the need for real innovations in diode
structures. Technologies under consideration include sharp-tip and traveling-wave MIM diodes, and graphene geometric
diodes. We survey the technologies under consideration.
Keywords: rectenna, optical rectenna, solar cells, MIM diode, graphene diode, efficiency, quantum rectification,
photon-assisted tunneling

1. INTRODUCTION
An antenna-coupled diode operating at optical frequencies, also called an optical rectenna, incorporates a submicron
antenna and an ultra-high speed diode. The optical rectenna absorbs electromagnetic radiation and converts it to current.
A diode rectifies the AC current, providing DC electrical power. Compared to conventional solar cells, which absorb
photons and generate electron-hole pairs to provide electrical power, rectennas seem to rely on a classical
electromagnetic wave view of light.
The efficiency limitations of conventional semiconductor solar cells have been well studied. They are subject to the
Trivich-Flinn [1] efficiency limit (later incorporated into the Shockley-Queisser [2] picture), because conventional
semiconductor solar cells cannot absorb photons with energy lower than the bandgap and use only a bandgap energy’s
worth of high energy photons. The ultimate conversion efficiency limit of these solar cells is 44% and the realistic
efficiency is substantially lower. To overcome such limits, multi-junction solar cells were invented to convert the broad
solar spectrum more efficiently. However, multi-junction solar cells have their own challenges. Finding materials to
absorb different parts of the spectrum efficiently and output similar current levels is difficult and these semiconductor
materials are normally expensive to produce.
On the other hand, the power efficiency of radio frequency (RF) rectennas using classical rectifiers can be well over 44%
and approach 100%. Optical rectennas will be very attractive if they can operate in the same way as RF rectennas at
optical frequencies. They would be highly efficient over a broad spectrum and inexpensive to fabricate. The materials
used in optical rectennas would be thin-film metals and insulators or graphene. These materials are widely available and
the cost is much lower than the semiconductor materials used in conventional solar cells.
In this paper we will discuss whether a classical view of electromagnetic radiation and rectification or a quantum view of
photons applies to optical rectennas. With a fundamental understanding of the optical rectenna technology, we will bring
up some major issues with optical rectennas and provide potential solutions.
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2. RECTENNAS CONCEPTS & CHALLENGES
A rectenna circuit consists of an antenna connected to a diode, as shown in Figure 1. For operation at optical frequencies,
an ultrafast diode rectifies the optical frequency signal absorbed by the antenna, producing a DC voltage. The
configuration shown is a clamping circuit, which theoretically can provide 100% conversion efficiency as a classical
rectifier. The most straightforward way to use the rectified DC energy is to connect a load with a low-pass filter directly
across the diode. Performing a classical circuit analysis, we find that the output DC voltage at the load can be as high as
the peak input AC voltage across the antenna.
antenna
diode

DC
filter

load

Figure 1. Rectenna circuit.

The concept of rectenna solar cells was first introduced by Bailey in 1972.[3] Due to the lack of efficient optical
antennas and ultrafast diodes, optical rectenna research had not been drawing much interest from the solar cell field until
recently. Our group started investigating metal-insulator-metal (MIM) diodes for optical rectenna applications [4][5] in
1998, as part of a team led by ITN Energy Systems.[6] Only in the last few years there have been dozens of laboratories
around the world investigating various parts of the optical rectenna technology.
With further examination, these devices seem more challenging than what they appeared to be initially. In the rest of the
paper, we will specifically discuss the following important issues:
•
the coherence of sunlight, which is not an issue for conventional solar cells, but is of crucial concern for
rectenna solar cells
•

a quantum theory of rectification at optical frequencies

•

diode challenges and potential solutions, including MIM structures and new concepts

•

antenna constraints

•

ultimate and practical power conversion efficiency limits, including heat harvesting

In the end, we will conclude with an assessment of the technology’s viability.

3. COHERENCE OF SUNLIGHT
The incoming radiation to the rectenna must be spatially coherent.[4][7] Without spatial coherence, the out-of-phase
components of the radiation would lead to a cancellation of the output current. Such an issue does not exist in
conventional solar cells, because the photons are absorbed independently.
Fortunately, the solar radiation on earth comes from a limited solid angle from the sun and this makes the radiation
spatially coherent over a limited area. However, this area is not large. To achieve 90% coherent solar radiation over a
broadband spectrum, the receiving area has to be no larger than a circle with the radius of 19 µm.[7]
This constraint of the rectenna energy absorption area limits the collectable photon flux, which affects the solar cell
efficiency. There are two reasons why the collectable photon flux would influence the rectenna efficiency. First, a larger
photon flux results in a higher photocurrent. This helps offset the diode reverse-bias leakage and leads to greater
efficiency. Additionally, due to a higher photocurrent, the diode is able to produce frequency mixing leading to enhanced
conversion efficiency over a broad spectrum.[8] Nevertheless, we cannot break the coherence-area constraint by
concentrating sunlight with lenses or mirrors from an area larger than the coherence area, because it would still result in
the cancellation of out-of-phase currents.
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4.
4 QUANTU
UM RECTI FICATION
N
The incident radiation on rectennas
r
is quantized in the form of photonns. Such quanttization is maintained througghout the
energy absorrption process by the antenna and subsequ
uent rectificatioon by the diodde. This is not obvious in miicrowave
rectennas wh
here a classicaal description is sufficient to explain recctification. In optical rectennnas operating at high
frequencies and
a low photon
n flux, a semi-classical (or qu
uantum) analyssis is used to ddescribe rectification. Howevver, there
must be a corrrespondence between
b
the claassical description and the quuantum processs. For rectennaas, this corresppondence
occurs at low
w frequencies and high pho
oton flux. In th
his section wee describe the rectification thheory used to analyze
rectennas.
4.1 Classicall vs. semi-classical rectificattion
Rectification
n of alternating
g current to diirect current by
y nonlinear deevices is usuallly described cclassically. In classical
rectification, an alternating voltage applieed to the nonlin
near diode prodduces rectifiedd current by a ccontinuous sam
mpling of
the diode I(V
V) characteristtic. While this description iss sufficient to explain rectifi
fication at microwave frequeencies, it
mes importantt. In tunneling devices,
cannot be ussed at optical wavelengths
w
wh
here the quanttized nature off photons becom
such as MIM
M diodes, electtrons absorb in
ndividual photo
ons and tunnell through the iinsulator. Semi-classical recttification
using the theory of photon--assisted tunnelling is used to explain this beehavior.[9][10]]
Photon-assistted tunneling occurs
o
at frequ
uencies where the
t photon eneergy becomes ccomparable to the nonlineariity in the
diode I(V) characteristics.[
c
[11] A high frequency
f
alterrnating voltagee applied acrooss a tunnelingg device show
ws up as
electronic staates separated by
b the photon energies
e
near the
t Fermi levell. Electrons absorb and emit iindividual phootons and
tunnel throug
gh the insulato
or. The diode DC
D I(V) curve is sampled at discrete energgies or voltagees around the ooperating
voltage. Thee net illuminateed I(V) is show
wn in Figure 2.
2 Such discreete sampling oof the I(V) in tthe semi-classiical case
produces a rectified curren
nt different from
m the continuo
ous sampling iin the classicaal case. The dioode AC resistaance and
responsivity are a function of the photon energy
e
and thee diode I(V) chaaracteristic.

hco I_;

/
Figure 2. Sketch of a currrent-voltage [I(V
V)] curve for a reectenna diode. Thhe solid curve shhows the I(V) foor the rectenna inn the
d the dashed curv
ve shows the I(V)
V) under illuminaation. Photon-asssisted tunneling leads to samplinng of the I(V) cuurve
dark, and
at ћω/e ab
bove and below the operating vo
oltage. Power is obtained in the 2 nd quadrant. Thhe operating volttage for the
maximum
m power point is indicated by a small
s
vertical lin
ne on the voltagee axis. The inset shows a band diiagram of a biased
metal-inssulator-metal dio
ode to illustrate the process. Elecctron states due tto photon-assisteed tunneling are shown at energiies
ћω/e abov
ve and below thee Fermi level. Th
he diode AC ressistance is the recciprocal of the sslope of the secannt connecting thhe
points on
n the I(V) curve ћω/e
ћ
above and below
b
the operatting voltage, andd is shown as a ddotted line. The ssecant resistancee [9]
determinees the coupling efficiency
e
betweeen the antenna and
a diode at optiical frequencies,, and the convenntional resistancee of
the illumiinated I(V) curvee at the operating
g point determin
nes the DC couplling between thee diode and the lload.

4.2 Semi-cla
assical responssivity and resistance
Current respo
onsivity for a rectenna
r
is deffined as the recctified current pper unit AC innput power. Claassically, it is ggiven by
Equation 1. Diode
D
AC resisstance is given by Equation 2.
2
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∂2I
2
β D = ∂V

RD =

∂I
2
∂V

∂V
∂I

(1)

(2)

Here βD is the diode responsivity, RD is the diode resistance, and the diode current and voltage are denoted by I and V,
respectively. In the semi-classical case, given by Equations 3 and 4, the differentials in Equations 1 and 2 are replaced
by the currents at discrete voltages ћω/e above and below the operating voltage.[10]

β DSC =

e ⎧ I (VO + hω / e ) − 2 I (VO ) + I (VO − hω / e )⎫
⎨
⎬
hω ⎩
I (VO + hω / e ) − I (VO − hω / e )
⎭

(3)

2 × ( hω / e )
I (VO + hω / e ) − I (VO − hω / e )

(4)

SC
RD
=

where βDSC is the diode semi-classical responsivity, RDSC is the diode semi-classical resistance, VO is the diode operating
voltage, ћω is the photon energy, and e is the electronic charge. For an asymmetric diode with negligible reverse leakage
current, the semi-classical responsivity under low intensity monochromatic illumination is e/ћω.[11] This means that, for
each incoming photon, one electron tunnels through the insulator providing rectification. The diode AC resistance
required for impedance matching with the antenna is given by the secant resistance, as shown in Figure 2.[9] In the
classical limit, the second and first order difference terms reduce to the differential forms of classical responsivity and
resistance. For nonlinear diodes, the semi-classical resistance can be significantly lower than the classical resistance,
providing improved impedance match to the low impedance antenna.
4.3 Diode efficiency and operating voltage
A diode under low intensity monochromatic illumination, corresponding to a low diode AC voltage compared to the
photon energy divided by e, will operate in the semi-classical regime. Unlike solar cells, which operate in the fourth
quadrant, rectennas operate in the second quadrant of the I(V) characteristics. At each operating voltage, the diode must
meet two requirements for efficient transfer of power between the antenna and the diode: a good impedance match
between the antenna and the diode, and a low RC time constant, where R is the parallel combination of the diode and
antenna resistances. These two requirements will be discussed in detail in section 5. If these conditions are met, an
asymmetric diode with negligible reverse bias leakage current would excite one electron for each incoming photon and
produce a constant rectified current. For a diode with turn-on voltage at zero, the maximum power extracted out of a
photon will be for a diode operating voltage of -ћω/e. Diode efficiency can approach 100% at this voltage. Efficiency at
higher (negative) operating voltages is zero. The operating voltage affects the broadband efficiency in the same way as
the semiconductor band-gap does for conventional solar cells. We will discuss the efficiency limits of rectennas under
broadband illumination in section 8.

5. DIODE REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we will discuss some important diode requirements such as resistance, capacitance, and low reverse-bias
leakage. Compared to the high responsivity requirement of the diode, these other requirements have often been ignored.
Most of the proposed new diodes in the literature that exhibit high responsivity sacrifice their electrical performance and
result in a lower overall rectenna efficiency.
To show the diode requirements, we use MIM diodes as an example. A typical band diagram of an MIM diode is shown
in Figure 3. As mentioned in section 4.1, in MIM diodes charge carriers tunnel through a few nanometers thick oxide
from one metal layer to the other. Although this tunneling time of the carriers is on the order of femtoseconds, the factors
described below limit the diode response time and the overall rectenna efficiency.
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Figure 3. A typical band diagram of a meetal-insulator-meetal diode under applied bias. Thhe Fermi levels oof the two metal
d the conduction
n band edge of th
he insulator are shown
s
as functioon of position. Inn this diode, the barrier height att
layers and
metal 1 iss the energy amo
ount of Φb and iss larger than thatt at metal 2. Elecctrons tunnel froom metal 1 to meetal 2 through thhe
insulator..

5.1 Resistance
Classical circcuit theory sho
ows us that the impedance off the diode musst match the im
mpedance of thhe antenna for efficient
power transffer. The impedaance of the antenna varies frrom a few tenss to hundreds oof ohms at teraahertz frequenccies [12]
and can be up
u to a thousand ohms at visib
ble light frequencies.[13] Thhis limits the diiode resistancee to be within tthe same
range for hig
gh coupling effficiency. The relevant diodee resistance reqquired for mattching is the ssecant resistancce at the
operating volltage, described in section 4.2
2.
A MIM diod
de with an anttenna matched resistance of ~100 Ω is a llow resistance diode, which requires a low
w barrier
height (typiccally no more than
t
~ 0.5 eV)) and thin insu
ulators (typicallly thinner thann 3 nm). An eeasy way to reduce the
MIM diode resistance is to
t increase thee diode area, but
b due to the capacitance rrequirement deescribed in secction 5.2
below, this ap
pproach does not
n help.
5.2 Capacita
ance
The diode capacitance is a crucial efficciency-limiting
g factor becausse the rectennna circuit RC ttime constant must be
shorter than the time consstant correspon
nding to visible light frequeencies. Near th
the center of tthe solar specttrum the
frequency off light is 6×10
014 Hz, corressponding to a time constantt τ = 1/2πf ≅ 0.3 fs. Assum
ming a matcheed diode
resistance, th
he rectenna circcuit RC time co
onstant must be
b much less thhan τ. Such shoort τ requires thhe diode capaccitance C
to be less thaan 6 aF for a diode resistance of 100 Ω.
For MIM dio
odes, an extrem
mely small areaa of ~10×10 nm
n 2 is able to pprovide a suffiiciently low dioode capacitancce on the
order of atto
o-farads. Assu
uming such sm
mall area is acchievable, thee resistance foor such a smaall diode woulld be an
unacceptably
y high ~10 kΩ and would red
duce the couplling efficiencyy down to below
w a few perceent.[14][15] Evven if we
lower the wo
orking frequenccy by a factor of 20 to infrareed frequenciess, it would still be challengingg to use rectennnas with
planar MIM diodes to harvest thermal eneergy.
5.3 Reverse--bias leakage
Another imp
portant factor th
hat significantly impacts the rectenna efficciency is the reeverse bias leaakage. In sectioon 4, we
showed that the rectenna operates
o
in thee second quadrrant of the recttenna illuminaated I(V). The hump size in this I(V)
curve, which
h is proportion
nal to the illum
mination intensiity, determiness the amount oof energy harvvested by the rrectenna.
The illuminaated I(V) is a superposition
s
of
o shifted multtiple dark I(V)s. Any reversee bias leakage current, i.e. cuurrent at
negative biass voltages, willl reduce the hum
mp magnitude.[9]
The upper lim
mit of the acceeptable reverse-bias leakage can
c be estimateed. Assuming tthat the antennna in a rectennaa system
has a circularr absorption arrea with the rad
dius of 19 µm for receiving 990% coherent ssolar illumination, the photonn current
is ~1 µA at -1
- V bias.[8] Thus, for efficieent rectification
n of the photoccurrent, the revverse-bias leakkage must be m
much less
than 1 µA at
a -1 V bias. For MIM dio
odes, reducing the reverse-bbias current w
while fulfilling the low forw
ward-bias
resistance req
quirement is a real challenge..
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6. DIODE SOLUTIONS
In this section, we will introduce several diode solutions for the optical rectenna application, such as MIM diodes, metal
multi-insulator metal (MIIM) diodes, traveling wave diodes, sharp-tip MIM diodes, and geometric diodes.
6.1 Metal insulator metal (MIM) diodes
MIM diodes have a femtosecond carrier tunneling time and can be easily integrated with antennas. However, as stated in
section 5.2, the RC time constant limitations of MIM diodes prevent them to work efficiently at visible light frequencies
and thermal infrared frequencies. At low terahertz frequencies, rectennas using MIM diodes can have high coupling
efficiency.
In principle, the addition of an inductor in parallel with the diode to compensate for the diode capacitance can increase
the efficiency but at a cost of reduced bandwidth. The radial frequency (ω) of the rectenna follows this equation: ωC=1/
ωL. Implementing an adequate inductance (L) adjacent to the diode is difficult and results in a narrow rectenna
bandwidth.
Some groups have reported operational rectennas using MIM diodes at visible light frequencies. Either these devices
have a very low efficiency or their optical response is due to a bolometric effect (i.e., due to change in resistance with
temperature, which cannot provide power). It appears that another type of diode is required for optical frequency
operation.
Although MIM diodes have the fundamental RC time constant constraints, they are relatively easy to fabricate. After the
diode is patterned using lithography methods, metal layers can be sputtered or evaporated. Usually the insulator layers
are formed by oxidation of the base metal layer, or by sputter deposition. More recently, atomic layer deposition (ALD)
of insulators and smooth substrates using alloys are being used to improve diode reliability and I(V) characteristics.[16]
6.2 Metal multi-insulator metal (MIIM) diodes
Metal multi-insulator metal (MIIM) diodes were proposed to enhance the I(V) nonlinearity of the MIM diodes. The
enhanced nonlinearity of MIIM diodes results from one of the following two mechanisms.[17] The first mechanism is
due to the formation of a resonant well between two insulating layers. Such a resonant well enhances tunneling when the
applied voltage places the Fermi level at the resonant energy level. The other mechanism is due to the formation of a
step in the insulator conduction band edge in the MIIM band diagram. The charge carriers tunnel through both insulating
barriers in one voltage polarity, but tunnel through only one barrier in the opposite polarity.
The MIIM diodes have several advantages:[4]
•
The addition of the second insulator greatly improves the diode responsivity resulting in more current for a
given optical power input;
•
For a given capacitance, larger nonlinearity in the I(V) lowers the diode secant resistance so that the diode
impedance is better matched to the antenna impedance.
•

The diode reverse-bias leakage current is greatly reduced.

We have successfully fabricated working MIIM diodes by sputtering the metal and insulator layers. ALD can provide
better thickness control and uniform layers for MIIM diodes. These MIIM diodes have shown highly nonlinear I(V)
characteristics.[4][16]
Even though multi-insulator diodes are an improvement over single-insulator diodes, they still suffer from the
fundamental RC limitations described in section 5.
6.3 Travelling-wave diodes
The MIM and MIIM diodes are normally coupled to antennas as lumped element devices, as shown in Figure 4(a). In
such a configuration, the diode electron tunneling and material properties determine the circuit RC characteristics. The
traveling-wave diode configuration was invented to take advantage of using a transmission line impedance to replace the
diode impedance, as shown in Figure 4(b). In a rectenna consisting of a travelling wave MIM diode and a bowtie
antenna, the AC signal from the two arms of the antenna is fed onto an edge of the diode, so that while the wave is
transmitted along the transmission line in the form of a plasmon it is rectified. We simulated the travelling-wave MIM
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rectennas using COMSOL
L and MATLA
AB and found that the devicce performancce is much better than theirr lumped
element coun
nterparts, particcularly at frequ
uencies higher than 100 THz..[18]
MIM
diode

antenna

overlap

antenna
MIM
M waveguide

Rectenna with
h Lumped-Elemen
nt
MIM
M Diode

Rectenna with Traveling-Wave
MIM Diode

Figure 4. Comparison of lumped-elementt and traveling-w
wave MIM diodees in a rectenna ((top view).

We proposed
d the MIM trav
veling wave strructure in a paatent applicatioon,[19] and to IIBM, and testeed it for 10 µm
m and 1.5
µm waveleng
gths. IBM succcessfully impleemented a simiilar structure bbut with the traaveling-wave sstructure formeed over a
Si-SiO2 waveeguide.[20]
Resistive lossses in the mettal traveling-w
wave structure can devour m
much of the plaasmon energy. It remains to be seen
whether the high-frequency
h
y advantages off MIM travelin
ng-wave detecttors can be exteended to energgy harvesting ddevices.
6.4 Sharp-tip
p MIM diodess
Besides the travelling
t
wav
ve MIM approaach, another po
otential approaach to circumvventing the RC
C tradeoff is thhe use of
sharp-tip MIIM diode.[21] In contrast to planar MIM devices,
d
for whhich the RC tiime constant iis independent of area,
Miskovsky et
e al. have show
wn that the RC time constant for spherical ttips varies withh the square rooot of the area.[[21] This
sharp tip effeect results in a reduced RC time
t
constant with
w decreasinng tip radius. F
Fabricating the sharp tip deviices with
the right tip size and preciisely controlled
d nanometer in
nsulator thicknness is a challeenge. Miskovssky et al. use tthe ALD
method for growing
g
the meetal layers to seelf-restrict the spacing
s
in betw
ween the layerss and to form a metal-air-mettal diode
as the result.
6.5 Geometrric diodes
From section
n 6.1 to section
n 6.4 we descriibed methods to
t improve MIIM diodes for optical rectennnas. In this secction, we
introduce a new
n type of ultrrafast diode, th
he geometric diiode.
In geometricc diodes, the I(V)
I
asymmetry
y results from
m an asymmetrry in the physsical shape of the device. Im
magine a
conductive th
hin film patterrned into an in
nverse arrowheead shape show
wn in Figure 55. Charge carrriers move from
m left to
right (forwarrd direction) more
m
easily thaan in the oppo
osite direction because of thhe funneling efffect of the arrrowhead
shaped edges. As opposed
d to the MIM diodes having
g a parallel-pllate structure, geometric dioodes have a m
miniscule
capacitance because
b
of theeir planar struccture. In additio
on, being conttinuous conduccting thin films, the resistancce of the
geometric diodes can be sm
mall enough fo
or matching thee antenna impeedance. Thereffore, the overaall RC time connstant of
geometric dio
odes is significcantly lower th
han that of MIM
M diodes.
I

-

N<

Figure 5. Top view of chaarge carriers refllecting off the ed
dges of a geomeetric diode.

The main req
quirement and challenge in implementing geometric
g
dioddes is that, for the carriers too sense the geoometrical
asymmetry, the
t critical dim
mension of the patterned thin film has to bee on the order oof the mean-freee path length (MFPL)
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of the charge carriers. This requirement involves high resolution nanoscale lithography methods for patterning, and a
thin film material having large MFPL. Zhu et al. chose graphene, which has a relatively large MFPL, to form the
conducting layer in these diodes.[22] Another advantage of using graphene as the diode material is that the charge carrier
type and concentration can be controlled by changing the gate voltage. As a result, I(V) characteristics of the graphene
geometric diodes can be tuned, and the asymmetry even reversed, by applying a gate field.[23] The rectification effect of
these diodes has been demonstrated at 28 THz frequency after coupling them to bowtie antennas.[22] The measured
detector noise equivalent power (NEP) of these rectenna devices is an order of magnitude better than the best reported
graphene terahertz detector. However for solar energy harvesting, the quantum efficiency of these devices is still low at
~0.01%. This is mainly due to the poor electrical properties of chemically processed and patterned graphene leading to a
low diode I(V) asymmetry. Current graphene technology is still in its infancy. The best quality graphene is produced by
the exfoliation method using scotch tape and graphite flakes.[22] The standard nanofabrication processes and chemicals
degrade the electronic quality of the graphene.
Another type of geometric diode, developed previously by Song et al.,[24] makes use of an asymmetric nanochannel
formed in a GaAs-based semiconductor structure. Its depletion layer varies with applied voltage, and the device has been
demonstrated at 1.5 THz in rectennas. With some modifications or changing the diode materials it might be a candidate
for operation at higher optical frequencies.

7. OPTICAL ANTENNAS
In contrast to optical-frequency diodes there are fewer impediments in the formation of high performance optical
antennas for rectenna solar cells, although challenges remain. A successful optical antenna technology must address
several key issues:
•
Impedance -- Antennas usually provide an impedance of ~100 Ω. A higher impedance would make it easier to
match the diode impedance for efficient power transfer. However, a higher antenna impedance makes it even more
difficult to achieve the required RC time constant ~0.1 fs to follow optical frequency oscillations. Therefore it is not
clear if changing the antenna impedance provides any improvement.[15]
•
Capacitance -- Compared to the diode capacitance, the antenna capacitance contributes much less to the
rectenna system. Providing an inductive load would be helpful to compensate the diode capacitance, but it will greatly
reduce the rectenna working bandwidth, as discussed in section 6.1.
•
Polarization -- For solar energy harvesting applications, the antenna must efficiently capture all polarizations of
the incident radiation. The antenna geometry can be changed to a structure that provides polarization independence. A
spiral antenna is one example of such an antenna.
•
Arrays -- A successful solar rectenna panel requires arrays of rectennas working in tandem. This will affect the
acceptance angle. It is advantageous to have as wide an acceptance angle as possible so that solar tracking is not
required. Because of the coherence constraints described in section 3, at most a few antennas can feed each diode.
•
Concentration -- Lenses or other concentrators can be used to increase the intensity received by each antenna.
However the area of each concentrating lens cannot be larger than the coherence area for sunlight.

8. POWER CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
8.1 Landsberg efficiency
The spectral distribution of a blackbody causes the radiation to carry entropy. Conversion efficiency for radiation from a
blackbody is slightly lower than the Carnot efficiency for a source of the same temperature. The Landsberg efficiency
limit is strictly a thermodynamic radiation conversion limit and does not provide any insight specific to rectennas.
For the sun, modeled as a 5800 K blackbody, the corresponding Landsberg efficiency limit is 93%. Figure 6 below
shows the Landsberg efficiency limit as well as the peak irradiance wavelength versus blackbody temperature. The
addition of the peak irradiance curve illustrates the need for rectennas that can operate at short wavelengths so rectennas
can be used in applications with a high Landsberg efficiency limit.
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Figure 6. Landsberg efficiency (dashed blue line) and wavelength at peak of irradiance (solid green line) as a function of the
blackbody temperature. The peak wavelength is defined for fractional bandwidth normalization.[25] (Courtesy of Sachit
Grover[10])

8.2 Intermediate absorber (and thermophotovoltaics)
This model has an intermediate absorber which absorbs solar radiation and heats up. The absorber then reemits as a
blackbody but at a lower temperature than the sun. For an intermediate absorber at 2544 K, the corresponding Landsberg
efficiency is 85%. As shown in Figure 6, peak radiation wavelength increases with decreasing blackbody temperature.
For semiconductor photovoltaics, it is difficult and expensive to fabricate devices with a sufficiently small bandgap for
efficient operation at these frequencies. Rectennas however, benefit from the lower frequency as it leads to a relaxed RC
time constant requirement.
8.3 Waste heat harvesting
Another potential application for rectennas is waste heat harvesting. In addition to the previous challenges, waste heat
harvesting has the additional challenge that the source will likely be large and close to the rectenna. This results in a
small coherence area.
Despite some discussion of using rectennas to harvest waste heat from the earth’s surface in the literature, this energy
cannot be harvested with ambient temperature solar cells.

Minimum wavelength tapped (gm)

Figure 7. Maximum power available in the solar spectrum as a function of the minimum wavelength that is tapped.
(Courtesy of Sachit Grover[10])

8.4 Broadband efficiency limit
For a rectenna to operate efficiently, the operating voltage should be equal to ħω/e, giving 100% quantum efficiency
(one electron excited per incident photon). For a monochromatic source this condition can be met. For broadband
illumination at solar intensities, since the device can only work at a single operating voltage, only photons at the
operating voltage can be used most efficiently. Lower energy photons are wasted and the potential of higher energy
photons is only partially used. This prevents efficient collection of the entire spectrum. As a result, the maximum
efficiency that can be obtained from an ideal diode under broadband illumination is 44%.[8]This is the same as the
Trivich-Flinn efficiency limit of solar energy conversion by quantum processes.[1] In conventional single junction solar
cells, the same limit applies due to the constraint on the solar cell to operate with a single bandgap energy.[2] Thus, for
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rectennas, the operating voltage limits the efficiency in the same way as that the bandgap limits the efficiency in
conventional solar cells.
For input intensities significantly higher than the photon energy, multiple photons can excite a single electron and
rectification at operating voltages greater than -ћω/e is possible. Photons with energies below the operating voltage can
be used to enhance rectification efficiency. This is useful for broadband illumination where a high efficiency limit can be
achieved due to mixing of photons of same or different energies. However, for solar intensities mixing is negligible
because of the low solar photon flux.

9. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, rectenna solar cells are indeed attractive for their high efficiency and low cost, but the required research
work is at a nascent stage. In this paper, we introduced the semi-classical model for the operation of optical rectenna
solar cells. Optical rectennas operate in the second quadrant of their illuminated I(V) characteristics for energy
harvesting. For a diode with negligible reverse leakage current and matched impedance to the antenna, rectenna
efficiency under monochromatic illumination approaches 100%. For this monochromatic case, the diode operates at a
voltage equal to the photon energy divided by e. The operating voltage limits efficiency in the same way as the bandgap
does in conventional semiconductor solar cells. This results in a broadband rectenna efficiency limit of 44% for the solar
spectrum. Despite having the same 44% efficiency limit as the Trivich-Flinn limit for conventional solar cells, optical
rectennas have a few advantages over their semiconductor counterparts. First, rectennas utilize inexpensive materials
compared to many of the exotic single crystal semiconductor materials used in high efficiency conventional solar cells.
Additionally, integration of a variety of antenna sizes could easily allow energy harvesting from a wide range of the
solar spectrum at high efficiencies.
In order to develop practical and high efficiency rectennas, we considered the following diode requirements: matched
diode resistance with the antenna impedance for high coupling efficiency, low diode capacitance for an overall short RC
time constant, and low reverse leakage current for energy harvesting. We studied MIM and MIIM diodes because of
their femtosecond fast tunneling mechanism. Careful analysis shows that rectennas with MIM diodes suffer from an RC
time constant limitation at optical frequencies. We introduced some other diode designs having shorter RC time
constants which can be integrated into optical rectennas. These designs include travelling-wave diodes, sharp-tip MIM
diodes, and geometric diodes. Although these diodes require further investigation, they have the potential to lead to
practical rectenna solar cells. Just like other solar cell technologies in their emerging stages, rectenna solar cells currently
face quite a few challenges. In the near term, rectennas have many advantages over semiconductor based devices for
waste heat harvesting at lower frequencies, with relaxed time constant requirements.
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